असम ऊर्जा केन्द्र, शिवसागर
ASSAM ENERGY INSTITUTE, SIVASAGAR

(Centre of Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology, Jais, Amethi)

CORRIGENDUM

टिप्पणी/ Note

Name of Tender: Tender for supply and installation of necessary hostel furniture contract for
the new hostels of Assam Energy Institute, Sivasagar
Tender No: AEI/SVR/PC/TENDER/2021-22/03
It may be noted by interested Bidder(s) that the Evaluation Criteria given in page no. 12 of point
no. 5 in the above-mentioned tender is to be considered as following:

A vendor has to bid for all the items mentioned in Annexure A. Evaluation of Lowest bid will be
calculated on the total price of all items tendered for Hostel furniture along with accessories, packing

& forwarding, transportation, installation & commissioning, GST and other charges etc. as
mentioned in the tender (Bidder must submit the technical bid & price bid separately). The price bid

will be opened only of those firms, who will be found technically qualified after evaluation of their
technical bids.

The order will be awarded to the vendor, who fulfils all the technical specifications, terms &
conditions mentioned in the tender document for Technical Bid and whose rate is L1 in grand total

in Price Bid. However the techno-commercially qualified bidder will also have to provide a
demonstration of the furniture samples to be supplied at our institute based on which the final L1
will be decided. RGIPT reserves the right even not to award the contract to the L1 bidder, if after
the demonstration of the samples, the Purchase Committee is not satisfied with the quality of the
samples & there are major deviations in specificiations of the samples as that mentioned in the
tender document. In such cases the second lowest bidder ( L2 ) will be asked to give demonstration

of the samples & if the Purchase Committee will be satisfied with the quality & specifications of
the samples, the said vendor will be awarded the contract order.
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